





























San  Jose State University Community since 
1934 
Pinning





Spartan wrestler John Minlestead 
pins  Bakersfield State's Mike Russell for a key 
decision in SJSU's 21 20 triumph over the 
Roadrunners  last night in the Men's 
Bari  
AhYou  
Gym. Coach T. J. Kerr's
 squad improved its' record to 20 
and  will go for three in a 
row 
next
 Wednesday against Oregon. For details, see SPORTS 
page  seven. 














Five  purses and one wallet with 
contents  valued at $1.000 were lifted 
from offices and classrooms Friday 
and Sunday. University Police said. 
Police have bagged no 
suspects in the recent rash of purse thefts 
on 
campus. According to 
police  records, 26 purse thefts have 
occurred this 
semester. 
"Taking a report is about the extent
 of our investigation." said Russ 
Lunsford, University 
Police information officer. "That, and 
keeping  an eye 
open for 
anybody  that looks like they don't 
belong, is about all we can do 
right now" 
The largest  
theft occurred Friday 
morning
 when a purse with two 
checks
 totaling $488 was taken from




apparently was in the hall 
outside  the room when the theif 
snathced  the purse and left 
undetected.  
Three other
 purses were reportedly nabbed
 from the men's gym about 
the same time. Those
 purses contained rings and 




 that sometimes theives 
will  attend classes in which 
they're
 not enrolled to eye 
potential  thefts. 
"That  is their job, and they know 
it well," Lunsford said. "So 
victims  
need to know their job well and




 the best way to prevent thefts, 
according to Lunsford. He 
suggested
 students and campus 
employees
 should not leave items unat-
tended. 
"If you're
 ever in a group, like during 
band  practice, always have 
somebody responsible watch all 
items,"
 Lunsford said. 
Other thefts were 
reported
 at the Industrial Studies 
laboratory
 room and 
the Physical 
Education  and Recreation Building 
where  wallets valued at 
$100 were taken Friday and Sunday. 
"Just don't make it easy for 
someone











By Jacquie Toth 
Students who speak 
english
 as a second 
language and master's degree candidates will 
face tougher requirements at California State 
Universities as a 
result  of two resolutions 
adopted by the CSU board of trustees last 
week. 
The board voted 
Nov. 17 to amend Title 5 










 was principally 
in a 
language
 other than 
English,"
 said Patricia 
McFall, campus relations 
officer in In-
ternational Programs for the CSU system. 
Under the board's resolution, all students 
for whom English is a second language, but 
who have not taken three years of 
high  school 
taught in English, will be required to take the 
Test of English as a Foreign Language or 
"TOEFL," McFall said. 
In addition, 
undergraduate  applicants 
must achieve a minimum score on the 
TOEFL of 500 and graduate applicants must 
score at 
least  550, she said. 
Prior to 
the  board's 
decision, 














McFall  said. 
The  major 



































 ( if that 
student has 




English),  a score 
of













 however, if a 
student achieves 
a Lertain
 score on the 
ACT or SAT; 
if
 he or she 
has 56 units
 of transfer 





 if the 
student







 or college. 
Redwine 
said she 
believes  that 
these 
exceptions 
will  comply 
with











special  cases. 
"I would
 imagine 
















notification  of 









 told her 
Contoond 
on















Avadtliou Senator Roy Young started his campaign
 to 
reduce the 
amount  of instructional
 funds being used 
for  
intercollegiate athletics




 also chairman of the
 Political Science 
Department, 
distributed
 copies of 
his resolution and 
"supporting 
information"
 to the members
 and said he 
would speak 




 states that the 
amount of state 
in-
structional funds






compared  with 
amounts
 given to other 
classes and 
instructional  
activities  enrolling 
more 





resolution  cites 







the report, the 
average spent
 per full-
time equivalent student in all instructional programs is 
$56. 
In intercollegiate athletics, the average
 per FTES is 
$5.821. 
the  report says. 
The funds are spent only on instructional supplies and 
services.  
Young also quotes from an April Academic Senate 
resolution which states, "serious efforts should be made. 
over time and without interference with existing contracts 
and schedules" to reduce instructional funds use for in-
tercollegiate athletics. 
The resolution calls for a plan to be "immediately 
implemented" by SJSU President Gail Fullerton which 
includes 
Reducing the instructional funds for supplies and 
services by 20 percent each year for five years until the 
funding 
is approximately
 the same as 
in other depart-
ments. 
It also says 




 and  clerical 
positions  qhould 










Also, funds and 
positions are to 
be
 reallocated to 
other 
instructional 
























survey  done by 
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Shops  is 














































yearbook  production. 
"Basically
 it 






























help send the San Jose State 
Choraliers
 to 









figures," Archibeque said. "We'll 
take  
anything  
that  they can give us." 
Archibeque
 said that the 
department
 















 of $2,100  per 
person.
 The 
Choraliers has 24 singers. 




services  and a member 
of Spartan Shops' 
board  
of 
directors,  a third request 
for unallocated 
Funds





 Weekly is in 
danger
 of folding next
 




supplement  the $1,700  left from 
the 
RAFT 
According to Michael I.eidtke, 
editor  
of the 
Weekly, the paper will ask for 
$5,000,  
which  
should be enough to 
produce











 he said. "The
 $5,000 will 
guarantee  at 
least  
11
 issues, with the possibility of 13." 
The Weekly usually puts 




semester, Leidtke said. 
Janie Flatt,  
president of 





said  that she 
would  like to 
see  
part  of the 
unallocated  
fund
 to be used
 for loans 
to students. 














. . . would 
seem
 to be 
better
 used to help 
students go 
to
 school who 
wouldn't otherwise." 
Flan  said 
that










 a small interest. 
"We 
thought about





 it would 







Flatt  said. 
Flan also 
said




 large, and if 
students  repay 
the  loans then 





 college graduates 
and those with no 
college education 
were compared. Positive responses
 to 
"pursuit of 
academic  excellence" was 
48.9  percent among 
college 
graduates  and 27.2 
percent  among non
-college  
graduates. 
The Field Survey listed 11 programs rated by ap-
proximately 600 students. The survey asked which 
programs should receive more, less or the same amount 
of funding. 
The top three rated to receive higher levels of spen-





























 such as 
the one at 






 jobs for 
students  and 
faculty.  
The 
industries  are 
worried  about 
a decline in the










 Pinson. dean 
of the SJSU 







 state to the 
school is not
 enough to 
cover the costs
 of maintaining





 are not nearly
 competitive 
with engineers'
 salaries in 
private  
industry,  he 
said.  With the 















 all it needs, the
 engineering 













 Daily staff will take a long
 weekend to enjoy 
Thanksgiving.
 
However, the staff will take an 
additional  day to recuperate and 
digest all that turkey 
No paper will be published 
Monday.
 
The  Daily will return to 
campus  Tuesday morning 
and continue its 
normal
 weekday publishing 
schedule
 until the last day of 
classes.  Dec. to. 
So. enjoy
 the holiday break,  say 
hi to the folks, and be sure 
to drive 
home carefully
 from all those 












One of man's worst creations
 is the city Any person 
living in a 
city without being forced to must be 
insane.  
City life deranges 
people.
 The endless bombardment 
of traffic, 
noise,  pollution and crowding, 
slowly  works on 
the mind until the city 
dweller  succumbs to a world of 
illusion. 
A city is any place where
 a person can walk more than 
three miles in 




 grass, trees and soil with 
concrete and asphalt, many city 






 by leaving holes




lawns,  flower 
beds
 and an occasional
 tree. These 
attempts 
at
 preserving a 
remnant  of the 




 most city 
dwellers  think a 
weed is something
 to be smoked 
They think acid 
rain is 
something  experienced
 on an LSD 
flashback.  
While  endless 
pavement
 is depressing
 enough by it-
self, it is only 
one  of many 
detriments
 of city life. 
One  of 
the most oppresive 
of these detriments 




 creates a dull roar which can be 
heard far past any 
ones'  bedtime. The sheer number of 
automobiles  on city streets can make 
a crossing on foot 
seem like a 
commando  movement behind enemy 
lines.
 
After a person finds a space in the 
line of cars to sneak 
through, he is 
almost  overcome by the noxious fumes of 
too 
many  vehicles in too small a space. 
City dwellers cannot
 be blamed for the traffic of the 
city. 
After all, a person must get around.
 They can. 
however,  
be





are  usually caused by 
"rush hour," 
which is the time of 
day when everyone in 
the  city is going 
to or coming from 
work.  Many contributors 
to the traffic 
jam come from 
suburbs,  which are 
nothing
 more than 
cities with yards and dogs. 
The  stupidity of 
people
 who will sit 
through
 two hours 
in a slow
-moving car on a 




the rush starts, is hard to 
fathom. 
City 
dwellers  are starting 
to use flexible 
(working  
hours, which 
means  fewer people 




one time  This is 
a good idea. It is, 
however,  nothing more 
than allowing employees
 to work  their eight 
hours  a day in 
times other
 than the standard 
nine to five. But contrary
 to 
what city 
dwellers  believe. this idea is 
old
 as the hills. 
Although
 traffic is the 
most  obvious problem
 in a city. 
it is not the basic 
problem.  The basic 
problem is that there
 
are too many 
people crowded 
into
 too small a 
space.  If 
everyone walked, 
people  would still get 
in each other's 
way and generally
 annoy one 
another.  Anyone who 
has 
been 
at a shopping 




 know this. 
The thought 
of
 everyone riding 
bicycles,
 which offer 
no
 protection to riders 
in an accident, while 
at the same 
time 
allowing speeds of 
up
 to 30 miles per 
hour,  is to 
horrible
 to contemplate. 
Although




 for social 
interaction  in cities 
are  too much for any 
sensible creature. 
Most people 
eventually tire of 
competing
 for a parking space,
 hearing 
their 
neighbor's  quarrels and 




































they  do. 
Saying 








life in the 
city 
to rural life. 
They say 
they  have 
opportunities
 in the 
city  to see 
the 
ballet, 
the  theater 
and the 
opera,  not 
realizing 


































people try to claim that 
cities
 offer cultural 
diversity, 
apparently
 seeing Moonies and 
pornography  as 
important
 cultural advances. 
There is no hope for 
people
 who think like this. They 
have obviously never spent a day
 on the bank of a stream. 
with a 
hook and line in the water, 
nor even read Field and 
Stream. It 
is rumored that these 
people  don't even like the 
sound of crickets
 at night. These people
 are seriously 
disturbed. 
The fact that these people
 will probably never adapt 
to rural
 life is not the problem, 
however. In spite of all 
their problems.
 cities should not be 
abolished.  If there 
were no cities, there
 would be not place for the crazy 







Coming to America from Kuv,ait. a small country in 
the Middle East, is like E.T. landing on the planet Earth. 
Kuwait is about 13,000 miles from California. 
Even before I came to the United States, I knew a lot 
about the "land of the free." 
American  movies and shows 
represent nearly 
one-third  of the television programs in 
my count rv I hardly missed 










 home, I was only 17. I have never been that 
far away from home. but I knew what kind of challenges 
were 
ahead.  
Language. in any country, is one of 
the biggest 
harriers that
 a newcomer might face. 
When most people 
come  to this country, they can 
hardly speak a clear sentence in 
English.  I know I 
couldn't, although I studied English for eight years.
 
Unfortunately. I wasn't 
taught
 how to speak it. So coming 
here 




of the best ways to learn English is 
to mix with 
people and communicate with them. 
Having American 
friends is another way 
to
 learn the language. 
The best way to 




am saying that because I lived 
with
 an American 
family in New York 3 years ago. I 
stayed  with them for a 
year. 
During
 that year. I learned more English
 than the 
eight
 years I studied the language 
back
 home. 
Today. I can hold a 
conversation
 with an American 
without being nervous. I also receive 
a 
lot
 of compliments 
from 
Americans  about my English. 
I 
still speak English with an accent,  
but it Is disap-
pearing every day. 
Learning the language
 is not the only thing a 
newcomer has to cope with. "Culture 
shock"
 is also a 
problem: It is the change in the
 environment. It is a new 
life, a strange life. 
Every society has good and bad 
aspects.  
"Take  the good and leave the bad." That's 
the 
philosphy I drew for myself. Of course, it 
isn't easy to go ' 
by that all the time. 
One problem a newcomer realizes upon
 arriving in 
the United States is independence. It is one of the good 
things 
to have but one of the most difficult. It means 
cooking your own food, cleaning
 your own place and 
making your  own decisions. 
When I go home everything is ready: my food, my 
clothes are clean and my room is sparkling. But, for me. 
to go home means traveling 13,000 miles. 
One of the biggest and most serious problems is the 
feeling of loneliness and homesickness. 
This
 feeling 
cannot be cured completely, it can only be eased. 
Being lonely and away from home is a 
very difficult 
situation to be in. but there is a medicine for most 














 friends can 
be the most 
effective
 way 




 to parties and 
calling 
my family 
once a month 
is my way 
to keep 
loneliness 
away -- for 
awhile  anyway. 
Some 
people
 need all those things
 to ease that feeling.
 
Some people
 need more. 
I, for 
example,
 try hard to 





nobody  said it was 
easy
 to be in another 
country,  
but it can be done. 
I've  been here for five 













T E R S 
Winter 
had  arrived 
in Clark Library 
Mist 
Lou
 Liberty's  
letter
 to the editor
 
in the Spartan
 Daily Nov. 11, 
was a 
subject
 that I also 
would like to 
comment on. 
I 




 if 1 planned my 
classes 
to include study 
lime in the 













ducive for studying. 
Please
 help! A cold library 
does  
not facilitate


















 on the 
Afro-
American  Studies 




addressed  the issue 
head on. I am 
happy  to know that 
the
 Daily has 
taken 




 who read your 
ar-
ticle, also had 
many positive 
comments  on the 
clear
 and concise 









are right when you say 
that  
it is an investment





 shows that by 
1990.  
California  will be the first
 state with 
a majority 
of minorities. Now is not
 
the  time to regress
 in the area 
of
 
education.  As you 
put  it, "The 
benefits in the
 long run to 
SJSU and 
society





In this case 
it
 seems to be the 
hands  of a few, 
bluntly
 touching the 
lives of many.








have  an op-
portunity 














 to us as 
students.  But so 




had  little if 
any  meanings to 















the  mean time,


































way  we can 
keep  the 
Soviets from killing 
and enslaving 
millions of 
people is to 





worked  in the Cuban
 
missile 





 almost 40 
years.  























Now is the time to make our 
move. Their economy is in such 
rotten shape they 
cannot  outspend 
us in an arms race. We finally have 
an administration with the political 
and strategic courage to move 
forward. We also have a bunch of 
new delivery systems in develop-
ment: the B-1 bomber. MX and 
Pershing missiles and Trident 
submarine. 
Besides sea,
 land and air, 
there 
is space. The 
space shuttle 
can  be 
used to 
construct  a 
permanent  
delivery  platform 
in fixed orbit over
 
the Soviet Union. 
We have the money, the will and 
the 
technology to beat the Soviets in 
an arms race. They know it and 
they're scared. All their plans for 
expansion are threatened. This is 
why they 
are applauding the 
cowardly nuclear freeze movement 












Asked in front of the 








comical.  I 
like the 















him  (Blutc). 
And,  
uh, 
I don't see 
what  he sees 
in 
Olive  0y1; 




 over her. 
That's 
pretty 













It was very futuristic at 
the 
time. And it would be neat 
to live 




"My favorite all-time 
cartoon? 
Must  be Bugs 
Bunny.  I think he's just 
witty and 




to listen to and (you can 
have) Just a 
cheap 




















































because Wile E. Coyote has 
this brilliant mind and ha, 
an IQ of, I don't know. 350 
 
or some outrageous thing
 
like that. He's a 
genius.
 
And you got the 
simple  
little bird, who's 
mindless,  
that outwits him every 
time. Plus, it's funny. 
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 kinds of specialties 
that the company 
can 
use  as 
consultants






"I think the 










given  the school two grants worth 
$30,000, 
Machmiller
 said. In addition,
 it has provided 
summer


















"They get hands-on training at a terminal," she 
To 
encourage  





















 how to 
design  on a 
computer  screen 
rather than on a 
design board." 
Machmiller said Lockheed
 hopes the course will be 
of:.eed next semester but added that the 
company  has 
many training requirements for its own employees. 
Lockheed would like to 
see  the school get its own 
design system. Machmiller said. 
Lockheed  is 
concerned  about 
the



















 is another 
engineering  firm 
that 
helps, 
according  to Bob 
Frankenberg,  a public 
relations  
officer with that 




 10 key schools. 
Frankenberg said. 
"They
 give superb training to 
engineers," he said. 
More than 700
 SJSU graduates work 
at Hewlett-
Packard. Frankenberg
 said, and therefore the 
company  
thinks
 it important to 
support








 schools will not be 
able
 to meet 
the demand for engineers
 in the future. 
To 
encourage
 engineers to teach, 
Hewlett-Packard  
offers a loan, which
 is repayable by teaching for three
 
years  at an engineering school. 
Frankenberg
 said. 
Hewlett-Packard has given the school
 more than 
$200,000 
worth  of new equipment and donates
 a 
calculator to the 
student
 with the outstanding senior 
project in electrical engineering, mechanical 
engineering and computer
 science, he said. 
Students  are given priority for summer jobs at 
Hewlett-Packard, Frankenberg
 said, and several 
professors spend
 a sabbatical at the company. The 
professors do studies which 
benefit  both the professor 













 about hiring 
minorities





 tours of its 
plant  to high 
school
 students 
and has donated 
money and 
calculators

























said,  and 
Hewlett-Packard
 is 






























 to be used for
 faculty 
research







It was noted in 
approving the 




 of top engineers





 Fiacco said. 
The division 
consists of the 
San Jose and 
Tuscon,  Ariz. 
offices
 and 
the Santa Teresa 

















includes four internships 
has been selected as 
the  
editor -in -chief of the 
Spartan Daily for the 
spring
 semeser. 
Dan Nakaso, 21, will 
succeed Scott
 Shifrel as 




as the new 
editor of the 




 he was selected over 
two 




The two other can-
didates who ran
















Daily's  new 
editor, Dan Nakaso, wants more
 input from 
campus  and 
community  leaders. 
preceded by a 
week of 
evaluation 




 statements to the 
Daily's staff and a staff 
vote on the three can-
didates.
 
The Daily, which is a 
required class for jour-
nalism reporting and 
editing majors, has a new 
editor and 
editorial  staff 
each semester. 
Nakaso  has not yet 
announced his editorial 
staff. 
Nakaso, who was born 
in Berkeley and raised in 
San Jose, has interned for 
four 
city
 newspapers. He 
interned for the Modesto 
Bee last summer, and 
curing the winter break he 




 that he 
doesn't plan to make many 
changes in the format of 
the daily newspaper, but he 
does want more input from 




innovation  he 
plans to implement is to 
have campus and 
com-
munity 
leaders  talk 
with
 
the Daily staff 
and  give 
their input on how the 
newspaper covers them. 
Other changes 
Nakaso  
plans to institute are more 
photos and a 
few layout 
changes. He also wants to 




"The current staff has 
done an excellent job," 
Nakaso said.
 "It will be a 
challenge to surpass that
 





given  that we 
cover the most 
important  
news of the day, but we 
have 
to
 transcend and go 
beyond that 
and  give 
perspective to readers 
through 
in-depth
 series and 
articles." 
"We




events mean," he said. 
Nakaso covers 
the 
















competing  in the 
yearbook 
business 







Council  Social 














 to buy a 
yearbook  with only 
freshman  and 
seniorsr 
Deaton 
asked.  "We 
could get















having  a page 
or two for 
each  
house, along with pictures
 of house members 
of the 
fraternities
 and sororities. 
The yearbook also
 could be used to 
promote
 the houses for Rush Week. 
"I can try and see
 what I can do to set 
something up." Deaton
 told the IFC. "If you 
think  it's a good idea, then we can
 try it." 
Funds for the publication of the yearbook 
could come from 
advertising  and donations, 
Deaton said. 
The proposed Greek 
yearbook  will cost 
less than $18 per copy,
 he added. 
Deaton
 said the idea 
for the Greek 
yearbook came after recent
 publicity on the 
AS's attempts to produce a yearbook. 
Jean  
Lenart, A.S. 
business manager, has 
estimated the cost for the 




 reported the IFC 
budget as 
$926.  "We still have to 
pay the 
referees off." he said. 
There are nearly 1.000 Greeks at SJSU. 
and unless the 
Greek  yearbook could be 






















By Gerald Loeb 





 of SJSU sorority 
Gamma Phi 
Beta upset 
over the loss 
of some 
personal




Dushane read a 







tradition,  sanilar 
to 
a panty raid, is used as a 
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 the items 
taken  
from  Gamma 
































was  also 
missing,  
according
 to its 
owner, a sorority member 
who did not wish to be 
identified. 
Panhellenic represen-
tative Marcy Conrad has 
talked to the 
IFC twice in 
the last two months 
about  
the missing property, but 
nothing 
yet  has been 
returned. 
"Tell Gamma Phi Beta 
that we want our composite 
back, and we'll give their 
underwear back," said Ed 
Maciewicz, a member of 




































 Village San 
lose 
(Stevens  








Continued  horn page 1 
That
 fall 1983 
applicants  will 
probably
 be the first
 who will 
have  to 
comply 
with
 the new requirements.
 
According  to 
Robert  Loewen, 






 to raise 
graduate scores 
to 550 could "con-
ceivably  lower enrollment
 of foreign 




"But I can't  
anticipate that it will 
cause




 eliminate some of 
the  
problems we've 






English  ) in the graduate program." 
Prompted




 offered in 
the system, 
the board approved a 
resolution
 Wednesday 
that  requires 









 a master's 
degree.  
The review, 
conducted  by the 
Statewide
 Academic Senate,












 associate academic planner
 in 












business  and 




master's  degree 
by 
taking either













 to be deficient,





 graduate) degrees 
require a comprehensive of some sort," 
Loewn said. "A culminating ex-
perience, as we 
call
 it, has always been 
part of the graduate program here. 
"I don't 
anticipate  any changes as 
a result of the board's decision." 
Prior 
to the board's resolution, 
Title 5 stated that 
a thesis, project or 
comprehensive exam 









 by completing a thesis, project 
or cornorehensive
 exam and defines 
these terms, she siad. 
Erskine said the new master's 
degree requii
 ements will go into effect 
in "approximately 60 
days,"
 but will 
not affect 
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By lionskl Reeves 
Actresses 
Leslie Uggams,










 didn't attend 
SJSU, but like 
the 20 -year -old 
psychology 
major  they were 
selected as Jet 
Beauty of the 
Week before going 




 a snug -fitting 
black  bikini, 
LaVigne
 adorns the 
centerfold 
of
 the Nov. 8 issue
 of Jet which is 
a Chicago -
based weekly 
magazine  that caters 
to Black Americans.
 
"I got no money 





 "but the publicity
 and exposure 
that I've gotten 
have 
more
 than made up for
 the gains that I 
could have made 
monetarily.  
"Around  SJSU,









 to audition for 
plays since the 
photo  has appeared 
and I am 
scheduled  to meet 
with the producer
 of the Miss 
Black World 
Pageant  soon." 
According
 to the 5-foot
-4, 109-pound 
sophomore,  it took 
two hours 
to complete the 
August photo 
session
 which took 
place alongside 







who is a 
close  friend, 
approached  me 
about
 doing the 
photo  session. I 




"I spend my 
Christmases  and 
summers
 in Chicago 














who hopes to 
continue  her un-
dergraduate 
studies by going 
to law school, said
 she got 
word 
that "a photo" 




after  an unspecified
 number of slides




photo has appeared, 
I am even more in-
terested in modeling 
as well as acting," 
LaVigne said. "I 
love being 
in the public's eye,
 high fashion and 
being the 
center of attention
 at times. I think 
posing  for Jet has 
and/or  will let me accomplish 
each of these three things."
 
Pleased 
with  the finished
-product
 overall, LaVigne 
said  that the only 
real
 negative comments 
she's gotten on 
the photo have 
come from her mother. 
"My mom thinks




 LaVigne said, "and I'd 
have  to say that I tend to 
agree with her. I'm not 
revealing 'all' however." 
No
 neweLmer to the public limelight,
 LaVigne's past 
accolades ipelale being cast 
as an extra in PBS' "Up and 
Coming" television
 series this past spring. 
She  also won the talent portion of the 
1981  Miss All-
American Girl Pageant
 held in Los Gatos with 
a 
monologue 
entitled "My Dream" and finished
 second in 
both the photogenic and 
beauty  categories. 
A former KSJS personality, LaVigne was 
second  
runner-up in San Jose's 
1980
 Miss Black World Pageant. 
Meanwhile, she produced 
and coordinated her own 
talent show in the spring of 1980 at San Jose's Disco 
Baston. 
"I've been into 
the modeling business really since I 
was in the second grade," LaVigne said.
 "I started off in a 
small
 trampa
 awimiceol.,,  


















 label tells how 
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least some

































































Selection  of 
Science  
Fallon



















































3) Best Mixed-Doubies Callers
Weekend 
For  Two At The
 
Ramada  
4) Best Team Callers (4 or more)
Complete New 




Each  Team Member 




at The Comempo Lounge

















 of Turkey Calls 
2) Volume
 & Length of 
Calls  
3) Dress



































































































































among items in 
The draft also proposes 













Council at its 
This would be "very subjective," 
















 have been arrested this semester for 
selling  
beer 
without  a 
license













that  fraternities distribute handbills 
Sports 
chairman  Chris 
Hilton






space  for the 
person  to write his or 
her  name, 
































 permit and 
adhere  
to




change,  the SJPD 














begin  from 
4:30
 to 8:30 p.m.
 but could 
not exceed
 four 
hours  in 
duration.
 The parties
 would be on 




 be checked at the door. Anyone under 21 
would be admitted but only after having a hand stamped. 
Those 21 and over would have their hands stamped with a 
different
 color. 
The party sponsors "shall
 obtain a one -day sale 
license from Alcohol Beverage Control and shall conform 
to 
all 
applicable  laws, agreements
 and any
 provisions 
made conditional by the ABC," the draft said. 
Many
 of the conditions in the draft are 
based on a pilot 
program at UC Davis. Two 
fraternities
 there have this 
arrangement through the 










the  houses vary 
in size and 
membership  
and
 he questioned 













 to make 
money,"  
Theta  Chi 
member
 Mark 
Lewis  said. 




we  can make 
money. I 
don't  know 
about  you 
guys, 
but I hate 
open  parties 





you  can't have 
an open party
 and sell 
booze,  why 
have 












that we can 
give to the 
ABC and 
get  a license." 
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By Girt Linen 
He's not as 
cute as 142-02, and
 he 
can't 
speak  like C -3P0, 
but Fred does 
his job. 
Fred  is a robot 
from
 Unimation Inc. 
which was




 and analysis 
class Monday 
night.  
What  was a robot 
doing
 in a 
marketing class?
 According to 
Gay  
Engelberger,  a 
graduate
 student in 
business  administration "any 
graduate 
student should
 know the 
technology.  
Maybe not 





Engelberger,  the idea 
of robots became 
popular  when 
American  productivity 
started  to 
decline during the "crazy '60s." 
Engelberger  also said that 
labor
 
had a hand in the rise 
of the use of 
robots. "Years ago, labor was 
cheap,''she said.  "Now workers are 
demanding
 $12 to $15.
 Work isn't fun 
anymore. They're upset
 with the 
danger.
 They want the money to 
compensate. 
"Robots can
 work 24 hours, through 
three shifts. They don't complain and 




 said that foreign 
competition has had 
no problems 
making 
use of robots. "Factories
 in 
Japan are 
totally automatic,"she said. 
"The companies can 
save  money by not 











 Fred as 
a 
"third











































want  them." 
"We'll









costs  $40,000. 
To sell a 





shows  and 
puts










show,  a robot
 like Fred 
watered















 in Palo 
Alto 
addressing
 that. A 
robot 
with  a 
movable base
 could go get 
a han-
dicapped 
person a glass 
of
 water. 
"But there's a 
debate in the 
in-
dustry on 
the  definition 
of
 a robot. Is it 
universally  
adaptable
 --the same 
thing 































































































































































of  icials 
will revert 



















 remains in the 
homecoming
 budget but 
$75 will be used to 
buy a 
full
-page portrait of the 
king and queen 
in the 
proposed 
A.S.  yearbook. 
Another 
$1
 will be used 
to mail
 some 
letters,  he 
said. 
Homecoming of  
decided this week to 
purchase the ad-
vertisement
 rather than 



























Musil said he thought 
additional money
 would 
have to be sought before 









 E. San 
Antonio




















 in and meet 
us.  
"Nithout them we 
would 
have had to appear 




money that nobody 
has," Musil said. 
The general fund will 
he increased


















































By Para* Stainriees 
University Police in 
December  will 
have a new "man in blue"
 added to the 25 -
man force. 
Barry Barner, 22, will replace Officer 
Robert DeGeorge who recently joined the 
Milpitas Police Department. 
The former SJSU police
 cadet and 
community service officer 
graduated from 
SJSU last semester with a bachelor's 
degree in 
criminal justice. 
Barner was hired by Police Chief 
Earnest Quinton last week, 
and  plans to 
join the force soon 
after he graduates from 
the 
police academy in Oroville, 
Calif., on 
Dec. 3. 






 as the right 








 other candidates 
were
 considered for the 
position, but 
Barner "came
 out on top because
 of his 
background."
 
"We don't want a guy
 who only wants 
to throw people in jail," Lunsford
 said 















































































By Julie Bonds 
Monda night football at the 
Pub has returned. 
The 
end of the 







to show sports 
events,













definitely  say that 
business has 




the Pub night 
supervisor.  
Harrington 




 in the Pub this 


















exception  of election coverage, Monday was 
the 
first time the 60 -inch, Curtis -Mathes screen had been 
used since the strike began. Harrington said. 
Several customers in the strongly
 anti -Los Angeles 
Raider crowd expressed their views on 
the return of 
Monday night football. 
"I'm glad it's back," said Robert Kraft, an 
aeronautics junior. "R's 
relaxing.
 I'm a fan and I like to 
cheer my team on." 
Janet Kynosc, a liberal studies senior, agreed. 
"I'm happy, but I'm still mad that the Raiders left 
us," she
 said. "It's sad though, because it is a little late for 
them to start 
(the
 season )." 




know why more people come in," he said. 
"You just can't say it's the big 
screen  or it's just the 
band." 
Midterm schedules could 
have some effect on the 
'r 1982 
Bee, 






Milwaukee.  Ws 
number of 
customers,  Harrington 
added. 
"Also,  the happy 
hour extends 
through  the 
game,
 ' he 
said.  "That could have 
some  effect." 












By Gary Limn 
A Si 6 million 




an ocean sciences 
research
 and teaching 
facility 
operated  by SJSU, 
began







 the project includes 
renovation  of the 
existing
 13,200 -square -foot 
main classroom and 
laboratory 
building  and construction 
of a new 11,300 -
square -foot building. The
 building will have eight 
laboratories,  a new sea -water 
system
 and space for 20 
more students. 
"The California State 
University system has sought 
funds for a new 
facility since 1976," 
Martin  said. "But 
until this year, budget
 cuts and competing projects
 
blocked 





The lab is blessed. Martin said, 
with  some of the 
richest, most 
diverse
 marine habitats on the West Coast. 
These 




 Canyon. tidepools and kelp 
forests. 
Moss 
Landing  is located on the coast between 
Mon-
terey and Santa Cruz. 
Complementing the 
location  is a research fleet in-
cluding the 80 -foot 
vessel Cayuse, the 35 -foot Ed Ricketts. 
and a number of 
smaller
 craft. 
According to Martin, for the past 
16 years. Moss 
Landing scientists have given 
students field experience in 
marine science and
 participated in research of their 
own.
 
Other scientists have 
expanded  knowledge of marine 
mammals
 and their impart on the coastal
 environment. 
Elkhorn Slough is 
being  shaped into a laboratory and 
wildlife refuge through return





"We have an excellent teaching and research staff, 
modern sampling and analytical equipment 
and a large 
inventory of diving gear," Martin said. "The only bane 
has been the space shortage. We are 
all delighted that this 
is changing." 
About half of Moss Landing's
 100 students attend 
SJSU. Martin said the departments of biology or geology 
or the dean of the School of Science have information on 
enrollment in Moss Landing programs. Those interested 
can 











By Cheryl Grew, 
Hobert Burns, academic vice president of SJSU, will 
be lecturing "The Paideia Proposal: An Educational 
Manifesto," a book by Mortimer Adler, at 12:30 p.m. 
today in Business
 Classroom 001. 
"The book proposes a fairly complicated curriculum 
for 
all high school students today, and gives specific 
reasons for that proposal," Burns said. 
Burns said 
that
 he plans to present the content of the 
book and offer an evaluation of its proposal. He also said 
that he intends to "indicate the deficiencies 
within the 
current public school systen," such as the fact that high 
school students today are not sufficiently taught writing, 
math or science. 
Burns' books talk is the last in a series of six 
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tight  match 
Spartan wrestler Jay 
Slivkoff tiles to throw Roadrunner wrestler 
Woody  
Smith  to 
Dxi 
AhYou  




































Bakersfield  State 





crowd  of about 
450 
was a study of 
ebb  and 
flow.




a shift in 
momentum. 
The Spartans,





 individual wins 
by
 seniors John Mittlestead 
and Michael Hairston
 and 
Juniors Brad Gustafson 
and 
Andy 
Tsarnas  into an 
impressive 
triumph  over a 
rugged
 opponent. 
Coach T.J. Kerr said 
after the grueling 
contest  
that the 
closeness  of the 
meet  didn't surprise him at 
all. 
"It was just 
about  what 
I expected," 
Kerr said. "It 
was nip and tuck




the lone SJSU 
pin of the 





 at 0:22 of the 
first













Lady  Spartans' 
leader in three categories 





5-foot -11 Breding 
had 23 
service
 aces, 23 solo 
blocks and 35 
block  assists. 
Breding,
 a middle 
blocker,
 
also had a 
hitting per-
centage of .175, which
 was 
22 

































Sprout, the team's 
setter,  had a team -high 11 
digs and contributed 28 
block assists. 
Sprout, the team's 
setter, had a team -high 11 





 Gayle Olsen 
was the team's 
No.  1 hitter 
with a 
.299 average. Olsen 
had









































foot -7 Teri 
DeBusk,  had 
16 
















Sandy Jones finished with 
.193 
and .212 hitting per-




was red-hot the last
 week of 
the season,
 improved her 
hitting mark 





 Player of 
the  
Week, Kim 





was  0-for -2 in 
hitting. The
 5-foot Saito 
conti 
ibuted  six service 
aces.  
As
 a team. the 
Lady 
Spartans  hit .215.
 SJSU, 
which is looking for 
one  of 
10 at -large berths 
in the 
NCAA 
playoffs,  was 10-4 at 


















































































out that buying 
tickets for 
eight home games at the 














Laughridge  said. The 
size 
of the student section will 
vary from 
game  to game 
he 



































ticket  sales 








after  the 
SJSU-USC 
game on 
Dec.  9. 
Season
 
































































































 five of 
SJSU's games to 
sell out in 
the 









Jan.  13, Pacific, 
Feb. 3, 





Laughridge,  who was a 
member
 of the standing-
roonm only 






 of the 
Fans
 
were  from 
Fresno.  
said  a similar 
scene 
probably  won't 
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contest will not go on sale 
until Valentine's 
Day, 
Laughridge said and added 
"That should
 give San Jose 
fans plenty of time to buy 
tickets." 
Senior Jodi Breding was the 
Lady Spartans' top blacker in 
final NorPac Conference 
statistics released last 
Monday. Breding, a Stool 11 
middle blacker from Salinas, 
had 23 
solo
 blocks and 35 block 
assists. Breding also added 23 
service aces and a hitting 
percentage
 of .175, which was 
22 






























into both the 
Spartan  crowd 
and 
team.  
On the pin) he sort 
of
 
eased  up 
and





prove we are 
the 
best  on the 
West 
Coast." 
Kerr said that Tsarnas'
 
win over Mike 






 that the 
match
 was even at 17 
with 
only one 
weight  division 
remaining. 
Tsarnas
 registered a 
reversal 





period of his match 
to
 build 
his point advantage to 11-3 
and 




 when a  
wrestler defeats his op-
ponent 
by
 at least eight 
points.
 
"I had plenty of but-
terflies," Tsarnas said. "I 
knew Jerry r Morrison) 
could do it, but I had to 
come 
through."  
In the heavyweight 
division Morrison more 
than held his own against 









































stifled  Brian 
Stevens 13-6 in the 126 -
pound 
class.
 The win 
reversed an early 
ad-
vantage 






in the 'Ile -
pound
 division over 
Datii0  
Ciprian to 







form  which 














 by nipping 
Wood! 
Smith 11-8 in 












from today in 
the Men's 
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any indication of how the 
PCAA basketball race will 
end up, SJSU should have 
no problems winning the 
league title 
"I have high ex-
pectations of San Jose 
State," McQuarn told a 
gathering of the media 
last  
week at the Hyatt Hotel in 
Los Angeles. "I think 
they'll be awfully good." 





were a little too deserving 
of his Spartan squad 
"I think it 














points to finish first 
Fresno 
State,  the defending 
PCAA champion, tabbed 15 
first place votes for 467 
points to finish second 
Fullerton Slate had 21 first 
place votes 
and  460 points 
to finish third while SJSU 
collected one first place 
vote
 for 358 points and a 
fourth place finish. The 




Beach State ( 246 points),
 
11C Santa Barbara (164 
points). Utah Slate 137 


















































































































































































































UNLV  has 
never participated



















 the way ours has. 
Eliminate UCLA
 and this 
conference would be 




Boyd Grant knows 
his 
Bulldog squad
 is going 
to 
be 
hard pressed to repeat 
as champions this 
season
 
"It will be a difficult 
year for us," Grant said. 
"Fullerton,
 UNLV and 
SJSU are 
going  to be three 
outstanding teams 
that 
have personnel back. This 
may 
be the best our con-
ference 
has ever been. We 
may have 
three  teams in 
the top 
20." 
The top player for the 
Bulldogs 





"Thompson is one of 
the 
quickest







 have a good 
year." 
Once again, 
as was the 
case last year, Fresno 
State will 
rely heavily on 
their defense,  a way of 
play  






 to play 
defense," Grant said. 
Although he likes the 
chances of SJSU. McQuarn 
has high 
expectations

















































 left not 
doubt  that his 
squad 











"He's  better than he 
was
 a 






















tough schedule to open the 
season, including PAC -10 
opponents USC and 
powerhouse  UCLA. 
"With our 
team, we 
have the experience to 
play  
the schedule we're 
playing," 
Berry  said. 
"We're excited about it and 
I think 
we'll do well." 
A big topic brought up 
and 




PCAA's freshman of the 
year last season 
"Leon Wood is 
probably the 
best  offensive 
guard
 on the West Coast," 
McQuarn said. 
"Jones has 
an excellent pair 
of hands 
and is a good 
boardsman.  
Neal would 
excite  Boyd 
Grant 
because  he plays
 
both sides


















































































































































As for the 
rest of the 
Spartans,
 Berry believes 
his team will indeed con-
tend for the league crown 
and 
emphasized  they will 
play strong defense. 
"We will be 
aggressive 
defensively," Berry said. 





 face a 
concerned two new 
rules.  
Beginning 
this  season the 
PCAA
 will have a 30 -second 
clock, requiring teams 
to 
shoot the 
ball within 30 
seconds. The other new 
rule is a 19 -foot 
shot.  When 
made, the 
shot  will count 
for 
three  points. Most of the 
coaches voiced their 
opinions 











































Stale  has 
been  
known  to 
hold  the 
ball  on 
offense
 for periods


















said.  "They 
can drop














Coaches, was also against 
the new clock. 
But most of the 
coaches did not think the 
clock would have a great 
affect on their team.
 
"It won't hurt our 
team." Utah State coach 
Rod Tueller said. "Our 
fans are looking forward to 
"I'm glad there's rule 
changes,"  Tarkanian said. 
"I wish the NCAA would 




coaches  didn't 
see the
 19 -foot -shot 
having 
much of an effect
 on the 




didsi  t 
vole  tar








about the 19 -foot 
shot. 





 with it 
"I think 








 I think the 
defense
 will extend 
because  of it  
UC-Irvine
 coach Bill 
Mulligan
 said 
his  team 
won't use the







"I don't think we'll do 
anything special." he said.
 
"But 
we have four or five 
guys that
 if they shoot it I 
won't be mad." 
"I'm
 very much in 
favor of the clock," Tueller 
said. "The
 game can use it 
as a shot in the arm."
 
Winter likes 19 -foot 
shot
 
"I think the three-point
 
play adds a new dimen-
sion," Winter said. "I like 
it. I think it's a good rule. It 
might be a little too close 
but it's going to make a lot 
of difference." 
One coach who 
was  
very much against the
 
19' 
foot shot was Grant 
"I don't like the 19-foot 
shot," Grant said. 
"I
 don't 
have many kids who can 
shoot from there. I don't 




 the new rules 
should add is more ex-
citement to the season and 
with the addition of the
 
Running 
Rebels of Las 
Vegas, this should prove to 
be the 
best year for the 
PCAA. 
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We are pleased to 













































































































































nftr.,  WHY 
CONY
 





















 goalie Casey McClung






named  to 




team, it was announced Monday. 
"Casey
 McClung and 
Melanie












 to our 
success
 
and  very 









conference's  six 
coaches,  McClung 
allowed
 just eight goals
 in six matches





play  for a save 
percentage  of .871.
 
Twice 
selected  as NorPac 
































as a Mitchell 
and Ness Regional All -Star. 
Johnson, on the other hand, led the league in 
scoring  
as a sophomore with six goals and two assists. As a result 
of her heady midfield play, SJSU finished 
up
 the 1982 
campaign 6-0 and won their sixth conference cham-
pionship in the past seven years. 
Other members of the All-NorPac teams include 
Sheltie Onstead, Renee Chatas and Melissa Nerone of 
California; Luci Lagrimas 
and Nance Mercado of the 
University of Pacific; Linda Lambert, Kristy Pavloff and 
Kim Jensen of Chico State; and Becky Howell of Stanford. 
A noticeable ommission
 from the team is junior 
forward Jeannie Gilbert. The Lady Spartans' leading 
scorer on the season with 14 





































selected  to 
the 
































 out of 
her 
after
 such a 
sensational
 freshman
 year 24 
goals)."
 
According to Lewis. 
she would also have liked to 
have seen senior Carolyn 
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 rates, and 
is known 
for  fast 
claim processing. 
CALL 
296-5270  today for more 
information 
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head cleaners to keep 
their cassette decks in tip-top shape.
 
So come 
to the EXPO early! 
Free Ray -O -Vac Batteries! 
,. Purchase any portable and get free 
alkaline batteries while they last. 
Free Art Posters! 

















you have Goldstar 



































































 lets you 
locain 
what you 











see  every 
detail
 
Model SL -5000 
Trinitron 
19 -inch color 
TV




tube  gives 
you lifelike
 picture 
' 14 -pushbutton 
control
 panel  
for
 


























 hand to show you 
how
 
to get the most out of 
your





new lighting kits,  stabilizers, 
video  
enhancers,  switchers, battery packs and much more. 
All
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VIDEO  EXPO. 






Free T -Shirt from 
Mitsubishi!  
  Be one of the first 100 people 
_ \ through
 the Expo door and 
you'll get 
T\ 
one of these great  T-shirts and the 










Free Shure Cartridge Clinic 
Check 
the performance of your 
cartridge with the 
Shure  "Doctors". 
And enjoy the great Expo prices! 
Clinic open 10 a.m.







Beat the Expo 
crowds. Mention
 this ad and 
get  
into
 the fabulous 
Expo preview. 
For  4 hours 
only we'll 
have  unbeatable
 low prices 
and  
special 
drawings.  Can 
you  believe it? 
Computers  
for S49! Cassette 
decks  only S29! And 
much  more! 
And don't 
miss
 the chance to 
get great free 
gifts  
including 
key  chains from 
Mitsubishi,  Atari 
T -Shirts and 
much,  much more. 
So
 beat the Expo 
crowds and 
do
 all your holiday 
shopping at the 
Wednesday  






12 -inch 3 -way speaker 
system.
 





Powerful  12 -inch woofer
 for 









Powerful  6 -inch 
woofers  and 
2 -inch tweeters combined
 in 
mirror
 image cabinets to fill 
your  
*
room with music. 



























































































































































with Santa, Friday or 
Saturday.
 
He'll  be here
 from 9 
a.m. 









 chassis for easy
 fit in small and 
imported 
cars Locking fast 
forward function
 for
 easy use. 
plus 







in -dash AM/FM 
cassette  car stereo with 
Pioneer flush -mount 2 -way 
speakers.
 
Universal chassis design for 
simple stereo installation 
Speakers let all the great 
music in. while horn tweeters 



















Technics stereo cassette deck 
Sult-touch controls let your 
fingertips  do the handling 
Dolby noise reduction for
 studio 
quality  recordings 
 Model 





sountem ; 1 1 11 C 
Sony stereo 
cassette  deck. 
Soft -touch controls respond 
to
 
your slightest touch, won't lam 
tape 








































including metal Tape motion 























 into a video
 
' A " g a m e
 arcade .and 
have
 all the fun 
leillyou
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'Now you can 
own a real
 






















































 with built -In stereo 
cassette 
deck





record changer with cartridge Plus,
 a pair of full 
range 
speakers for 













plus  plug-in 
cartridge
 connector for easy -to
-fit,  
perfect 

















 ready to play, 
'Model













good  through Sunday, 
November  
28,  1982 






quantities Some demos 
Some  demos Some one-of  a-kinds
 
Sublect 
to prior sale 
We 
welcome  Visa. 
American  Express 
and MasterCard 
or ask 
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If colors tickle your fancy, capture them 
with Kodak film. prl 
For sharp, beautiful pictures of your most colorful




















































 CA 90028 
12131  
462-7175  
0 1982 Alan Weston Publishing 
and published for Eastman Kodak 
Company, Rochester. NY 14650 by 
Alan Weston 
Communications.  Inc, 
1680 North Vine, Suite 900. Hol-
lywood. CA 90028
 All rights re. 
served Letters become the 
property of the 
publisher and may 
be edited Publisher
 assumes no 
responsibility  for unsolicited 
manuscripts 
Published two times 
during the
 school year Individual 
copies may be 
obtained by sending 
SI 00 per copy to Break
 at the above 
address 
THE
 MIND is 
the  ultimate 
camera It is constantly cap-
turing images and storing them 
in a limitless memory bank 
called the subconscious This 
process starts from the 
moment
 
of birth (very likely even before) 
and stops only at death (maybe) 
It would take a planet -sized 
computer to house the memory
 
capacity  of one human brain. 
but it takes only one camera and 
film to capture
 a special mo-
ment in time 
Kodak has been helping
 us 
chronicle our lives since our 
grandparents' infancies  
the 
familiar yellow package at our 
family gatherings and in vaca-
tion suitcases
 
Today, more than ever 
before.  
an impressive number of college 
students
 shows a marked inter-
est in 
photography  In the midst 
of hard work, 
high
 pressure and 
intense preparation. students 
find time to put on film their 
most hectic, joyous 
and mean-
ingful experiences 
Kodak's Break is dedicated to 
these students
 and to those who 
have not yet discovered
 the 
magic. Break as in spring and 
summer break, a break from the 
routine or 
even  "Take a break") 
will cover the process of creating 
and capturing special moments 
a ski trip, a party with friends, 
falling in love, winning the foot-
ball championship,
 traveling to 
Europe or just listening to a new 
record Each moment is unique 
and can never be repeated, but it 
can be savored in a photograph 






SKI  PHOTOGRAPHY 
It's more 
than just powder on the lens 
and  









 Mitchell prepares her next 
album  cover, 






 Brinkley talks about
 
her pictures and her new movie. 
PHOTOS AS GIFTS 
Suggestions for the holidays. 
DIFFERENT FILMS 
FOR DIFFERENT OCCASIONS 




Seasonal events to add 
color to 
your winter vacation. 
STUDENT
 PHOTO ESSAY 
One student presents 
his wares .. . 
see how you 
can qualify and 
make  money 
FREEZE FRAME 
That one
-in -a -million moment in 
time . 








into  the 
harsh, 
cold elements
 of a ski 
area 














few photos of 
decent quality 
can be a 
genuine
 case of skiing 






 look at some of the 
As on these pages 
should give you the in-
spiration to reach greater 
heights Some of these 
were taken by Paul Ryan. who was a 
staff photographer for Ski Magazine 
from 1968 to 1970 His other credits 
include director of second -unit pho-
tography for Days of Heaven Ian 
Academy Award 
winner for cine-
matography). camera operator for 
the film Foxes, a stint with ABC 
Sports and a 
recently  finished 
three-dimensional film for 
Walt  
Disney World in Florida titled (what 
else?)  A Child's Imagination 
Ryan is no stranger to ski slopes,  
both in this country and in Europe 
After 
graduating from college,  he 
quit an 
engineering
 job to take up 
.ski racing It was during this time 
that he 
developed his interest in 
photography
 that eventually led him 
to 
Ski Magazine 
"I think it was the motion,
 and the 
freezing of 
motion  that attracted me 
to photography:*
 he says In any 
event, Ryan has skied the
 world over 




different resort areas, 
learning  
the do's and
 don'ts in the process 
He rates 
Vail
 and Sun Valley as two 
of the most photogenic areas 
be-
cause of their rolling hills 
After  about 20 years of photogra-
phy. Ryan 
confesses
 that the thrill of 
opening  up a package 
of freshly de-
veloped
 film never wears off "It's a 
magic moment
 when the film ar-
rives." he says "I can 
never wait 
until I get home. I have to look at it 
right there ' Ryan. of course, is 
rarely 
disappointed
 with his results 




looking to preserve a skiing 
expedition
 on film 
Bright  light, last 
shutter speeds 
and 




























ERA. To prepare for 
extreme
 
Id, some people recommend tak-
g the 
camera  to a dealer and hav-
g the oil on its moving 
parts re -
laced with a graphite solution Ito 
void freezing) Ryan doesn't do 
is "I've never had it done, and I've 
ever experienced any
 serious prob-
ems." he says However. if you do 
it, 
he graphite solution should be 
hanged back
 to oil when you return 
o normal temperatures
 as the 
raphite will not lubricate 
moving  
parts as long 
or as well as oil 
The one potential
 danger area 
that should be checked is the 
cam-
era's 
shutter speeds, to see if they 
are accurate Since
 you will be 
shooting at 500(hs  
of
 a second and 
up
 to freeze the 
action,
 shutter 
speeds  are important As a 
camera
 
gets older,  shutter
 speeds will fre-
quently go out of 
whack; if. for 
example, you
 are shooting at 
1.000th  
of a second, but 
in
 reality your cam-
era is shooting at 
500th  of a second 
you'll  end up with black 
spots  on 
the picture
 "Shutter speeds 
are crit-
ical," says Ryan. 
"especially  at faster 
speeds
 It's the first 
place  you'll have 
problems" 
LENSES.
 Normally a 
good
 combina-
tion of lenses for any 
photographer 
to 
carry  would be a 28 
mm. 50 mm 
and a 105 
mm




leaving the 50 mm at home 
You'll 
probably
 want another, more power-
ful lens,





 a 500 mm 
can be even better I Zoom
 lenses 
are ideal 
for  skiing They tend to be 
slower 
lenses,
 but the bright sun-
light will 
make up for that Plus, they 
will eliminate the need to 
carry  too 
many  extra lenses 
A UV filter is 
a necessity to keep 
out  ultraviolet light, otherwise the 
photos will have a bluish tinge The 
filters will also protect 
the lens sur-
face
 A word of warning 
when using 
filters in cold weather, be aware that 
the trapped air between the actual 
lens and the filter 
can fog up It pays 
to check the lens 
occasionally, or, 
better yet, use some type of anti -
fogging solution 
When you take to 
the slopes with 
your camera, bits 
of
 snow and gunk 
NORM CLASEN 
PAUL RYAN 
will fly up 
onto the lens So be 
sure 
to pack along 




 you  will be 
shooting  in 
bright sunlight
 with high -reflective 
surfaces, film 
with  a low film speed 
is the order
 of the day.  Ryan usually 
uses 
Kodachrome  64 
film.
 If it is ex-
tremely bright.
 Kodachrome 25 
film 
is the way to go. 
Shooting black-
white? Use Kodak Plus-X 
pan film 
with its 125 ASA rating. For color 
prints, Kodacolor II film with ISO 100 
is recommended 
CAMERA  RAGS. While you are skiing, 
a camera bag is both bulky and im-
practical, so you have two alterna-
tives here use either a backpack or 
a camera caddy
 Backpacks specifi-
cally designed for carrying cameras 
and equipme Id in the bet-
ter mountaineering  Basically, 
they have many compartments that 
are lined with a heavy sponge pad-
ding 
A camera 
caddy  is similar except 
that it 
rests in front of you with a 
strap to hold the camera in place, so 
the camera won't flop around 
and 
bang you in the chest while you are 
skiing It will also protect the camera 
if 




 sold which cover the 
hands but leave 
the fingertips ex-
posed
 for easier focusing and shoot-
ing The shooting gloves are usually 
worn 
inside regular ski gloves 
An-
other option
 to consider when tackl-
ing the great outdoors
 is art Artrik... 
matic advance They are 
relatively  
inexpensive and are great for action 
shots. plus,
 you won't have to 
pull 
the camera away
 from your face to 
advance the film 
(continued on 
page 14) 








Moshe Brakha taboret photog-
rapher & 
Ion'
 Mitchell front a 




eight  years 
oh 
 !yes Lori Chapman 






'ill understand him only about halt 
'!e 
time 
Brakha. one of the leading names
 
in album cover art seems to 
be 
moving  too last
 
for the English Ian-
!!uage The two of them have worked 
!!ut a truce.  trading comprehensibil-
ity for momentum while
 Braila 
pours his energies 
into a career 
based 
on up-to-the-minute imagery 
Since
 Boz Scagg s I975 album 
Silk 
Dean-es featuring a Brakha cover. 
turned mult 'platinum
 rock stars 
and their 
managers  have beat a path 
iown Brakha s phone wires Paul 
nka The Must, 
Man LPI The 
Ramones  'Lease Hamel
 Ritchie Fla-
-ens !End at the
 Bemiring) and Neil 
V!ung have 
been  among his clients
 
I .1,, ally. stars





their  image 
with his 
hyper -natural. 
close -lit col 
or -saturated style 
I 









 a cadged slip
 of 
paper for an anxious 
rock  group 




and I.  have just 
trucked over from 
his mid -Wilshire district
 studio to a 




over  first 
yield,  of 
' , current project,






performer writer  
,!!! Mitchell As a table is cleared 
LIS. 
Brakha  dashes across Rob-
ertson Street to use a pay 
phone,  
then scoots back In black oxfords, 
white  socks, black denims. a white 
Brooks Brothers oxford
 cloth but-
tondown with tails flying free and a 
rs,maded  




















opinionated  " 
Mitchell's early training was in art 
and she has painted nearly all of her 
own album covers In fact
 even with 
Brakha on the 
lob she intends to 
paint the cover of this newest opus. 
Wild %nib Rile Free She has always 
seemed
 





public image While 
dozens of other singers have inter-
preted








else  but 
her 
She 
Was wonderful.- says Chap-
man 
She was very receptive to ev-
erything 
we
 had to suggest
 Essen-
tially we 
went  through her closet, 
and pulled 
out everything we liked 
Compared 
with how she used 
to 
(Ire,  berets 
and  feather boas and 
all that  we went 
for an absence of 
detail 
She














doesn't  fear me!" 






 displeased The 
next time,





rate overhead shot that captures 
Mitchell and a slice of a piano's in-
nards, Brakha felt he had some of 
the most successful images of his 
career Still scheduled is a session 
of
 head shots 
and  a series to be 
taken in and around Carnegie Hall, 
utilizing reflections from window 
glass  
"I told her she reminded me of 
Edith 
Plat.-  Brakha says. imitating  
to our waitress's 
puzzlement  the 




hands  alongside her 
face while emoting "She said 
that 
Piaf is one of her idols So we be-
came friends right away 
Her  hands 
have beautiful expression! Today 
we're supposed 
to
 do head shots, 
but I'm going to have 
her  bring her 
hands up!!' 
Brakha's 
method is  to spend long 
periods  up to four hours
  setting 
up a camera angle and lighting 
sit-
uation,  then 
to place his subject in 
that constructed 
universe
 and shoot 
quickly 




 only one roll 
of 
film on a crucial ad 
campaign  






toothily  First Brakha 
shoots shot after
 shot using instant 
film 
in order to -perfect the setup
 
Then he switches the back 
of
 his Has-
selblad camera to a 120 magazine 
and shoots 
conventional
 film For 
color he 
prefers
 Kodak Ektachrome 
film and a 
magenta  filter 
Black -f, 
white is usually Kodak 
Panatomic-X  
or 
Plus -X pan film 
'I always
 use as 






















real look Rich 
lighting  also allows a 
tiny aperture setting 
His  favorite is 
f!22 This creates a strong depth
 of 
field which mean, that foreground 
and 
background 
objects  all 
appear  
in 




hypematural "I want to 
get  as much 
can-is your 

















imagination  and beyond. 
LORI)
 GRADE 





Produced by JIM HENSON and GARY Kt IRTZ 
ihrecied by JIM HENSON and FRANK OZ Screenplay
 
k DAVi ODELL 
Story by ji M 
HENSON 
Executive
 Producer DAV 
LAZER Conceptual 
Designer BRIAN FRODD 
music by 
TREVOR  JONES 
Paiiavision 
ao
  DCII-BY STEP") I 
DiStriblited by 


















EMPIRE  DOLL AND 
TOY
 FESTIVAL, Lane County Fair-





these  creations for 1,1.f` 
made the 
covered -wagon trip over 
famous
 Applegate Trail Others are rlt, 
crafted 
thanks
 to a handicrafts move-
ment that 
his
 burgeoned in Oregon for 






cember 4 and 11 Once a dying town 
Leavenworth decided in the sixties to 
cash in on its Alpine scenery Town 
Mothers  land Fathers'
 decreed a Bavarian 
theme tor 
all  
burldiric  n,- 
policy that 
has by now beet, n. ir . 1 Comes the 
winter  Santa Clan wr it 1 pm on 
Festival Day and goofs until
 early
 even -c 
when simultaneously 

















nic groups decorate 
trees in the fashion of their an-
cestors Ever wondered what Lithuanians 
put on the top bough' For photog-
raphers here. 
a study in contrasts and 
tradition For information phone 503 
225
 i 
WINTER SKI CARNIVAL, sand 
Point  
Idaho  1.inuar, IS
 Ii. 
The whole megillah 
art
 snowtime tun
 - snow -sculpture con-
test. a snowshoe
 softball  tournament 
torchlight parade 
down the ski slopes 
sled 
racing
 broom hockey arm -wrestling 
tourney for the 
helplessly  macho, and the 
Snow
 Ball dance for the relentlessly 







  break 
22ND 











H a cM'S 6erfll 
Wut-4 onsc,tick e,1 
kartoffel pancake, 
I 
. polka : 
oompah music and dachsund aLII 
You
 never 








 RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL 
out4irt. 
rover- I' r'" 
Houstont November 7-8 A we, l    
Renaissance 
on the open 
pairs.  
with 15th -century village art' . 
wandering minstrel, meander  
v 
trek dramas pageants and pe- 
:  
elephant or two 19 am till 
don   
iltf 95 .hCIre, IN 
Anus,
 , 
OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE 
FEAST  









followed  r, ,e-,pers 
Indian  
dancer, 
mass a bonfire 















tival of the 




culminates  in Las
 Posadas a 
candlelight 
procession  down







 most  
beautiful  city scene
 in Texas There
 will be 
a re-enactment 
















 than there are 

































   .. cooler





Vistas  are 








  T ,,untdin 
WHALE MIGRATIONS - 
All  along 
r., 
ratifier  through Febru-
rring to their winter 
in Bala California 
..el in pods ilarge 
irt, iii
 1 Ina . 
cbtuary
 nears and 
they re determinedly headed back north-
ward they often swim alone or in 
mother -arid -calf
 groups Sometimes the 
proud parents nudge 
their youngsters up 
to the boat for everyone to see 
Most 
areas with a harbor have regularly
 sched-
uled whale -watching 
excursions check 
with 






mountain   
20,000 WHISTLING SWANS 
your 
ler, on hill  a million do ks 
and 20.060 whistling swans 
at the Bear 
River Migratory Refuge on the edge of 
the  
Great Salt Lake One 
of
 the largest bird 




home to 200 
bird species equipped with 












early November Located 15 
miles  west ot 
Brigham. Utah on Bear 
Rivet  Bay 
if
 the 
Great Salt Lake 
SPIT, POUSH, & 










months the best reason to avoid the 
weekend 
ski crowd, on a pleasant Indian 
















followed  by 
on -parade 




-IN - Bring your 
Schirmer editions it you plan to sing 
along with 2.800 -plus voices 
as the audi-
ence loins the Utah Chorale in their an-
nual
 performance of Handel , Messiah 
at Symphony Hall in Salt 
Lake City 
November  28th 
CHRISTMAS IN THE 
ROCKIES
 - 
Este,  Park 
Colorado announces its Ond 
annual Lights On ceremony
 December 
I leatuling not only pretty 
lights  but 
caroling choirs and Christmas 
cheer All 




 JAM - Filnr enthusiast,
 
nom all over the globe direct themselves 






during the List two weeks In January'
 tot 
the United  states Film and Video Festival
 
The best talent in film 
directing  writing 




 screenings and special 
events 
throughout the week Have lunch with
 
Bob Redford
 Or almost 
SCRATCH AN ELKS EAR - In Logan 
Utah
 
take a free sleigh




more  elk to watch their daily
 
handout
 of alfalfa It happens 
every  after-





-March  at the Hardware
 
Forth 17 miles w 
rut  beast of Logan on 
115 
HY 41 N. 
['KIM,
























,It11111,i h,I .01 !Alt'  






























r..c.e cynical college student but fbring 
r Milwaukee winter a has seceral 
: I You re indoors 2 You re not in 
. 'r  r. .1Ii - 
CHRISTMAS 
AT THE ZOO. ' 
DOWNHII 
I SKIING r 
L 
1:0Ssi
 LOUNTRY SKIING, ICE 
I
 












described  as a little bit better 
than a world s 
fair on a permanent 





France Exxon Italy Sperry -Rand lapan 
Eastman Kodak Company etc




CUIOne  to,hlor 




technology At $15 per 
adult  
it should be 
exerting  Epcot Center is 
linked
 by monorail to the 
original  home 
of 
the  little guy with tog eats Walt Di, 




II is the 
scheduled 
...nal cr1 space  
Shuttle
 
4 Born Cape 
. crawl-al 
wear  Dayinna 
Bear hi Even 
entire
 state I PIN 
tulle the 















 supplies for 
overnight  Carrlt   . 
i include patience I Traffic become r 
classic gnillock to and fro and line, t  
iirnable
 collets are Icing 
finnual
 Florida attractions 
include iv 
0..0t1 lest 1V.11, 'Apalachicola ra 
Madeira Beachi 
Nov  P-7 the 
hr
 Orange 
Festival Dec 20-40 
(Coral Gable,' and 
the Big Orange 
Festival from mid -
December to mld-lanuary 'Miami! Pro 
football 1M1.11711 
Dolphins





Tangerine Bowl - Orlando Dec 1k1 
Gator Bowl - lack,onville Dec 30 
Orange Bowl - M1X111 Dec 31f







 host to 
Dollmakers Annual Christmas Fair 
. 7-8 Later in the month the lighting 
the Great Tree at Rich,
 Department 




 of the holiday season Also in the
 








! hold the International Christmas 
Fes-
' r of Trees New 
Years 
Eve 
will  be 
 aled  by the Peach Bowl match -up
 of 





During the week of Ian 15 Atlanta will 
.elebrate the both ot Martin Lutler King 
0, 




NORTH  CAROLINA 
- A 10000 -metre 
r'.  
heduled
 tor Dec 
try writing to the 
SOUTH 
CAROLINA  - The 
diction,.  
r Lek-plc -chase is a tJ.  . 
r prepared COUNe Ot:: 
.111'1,1.'1 ditches
 hedges war. - 
he 
Colonial  Cup International 




Ber a hod ..r inp competitors being 
thrown off their horses and into 
solid  ob-
wets 













 ol,.ro line. .ind 
.. !slue balloons
 make their way 
up New 











SPECTACULAR - Only at Radio City 
Music Hall near the Rockefeller Center 
tree could you catch such a wonderfully 
.0my Christmas show If you tenor up to 
.,11 off-Broadway show or the latest 
Broadway musical smash this Rockette-
tilled epic play, from December early into 
the 
THE SLOPES - From
 now through the 





  ti.atheast The cogno-
 ... their out.of.the
 way 
...rne of the more tried -and-
 ii
 the Berkshires in 
Macna-
cnru.r  Washington
 Valley in Vet -
MOOT features Mt Stowe and Mt 
Manslar.11 




Squaw  Mountain in Maine 
Mt Van Hoenberg in Lake Placid and the 
Lake Wrnnipesaukee and 
Laconia region 
01 New Fiarnpshire 
WASHINGTON CROSSING THE 
DELAWARE - On Christmas day a 
crew of brave American soldiers will re-





 Trenton It all 
starts on the Pennsylvania side of the 
river
 about two in the afternoon 
BOSTON'S  FIRST NIGHT CELE-
BRATION - This city of Brahmins and 
baked beans breaks out its best to bring 
in the brand-new year Starting on New 
Yeats
 Eve and continuing through the 
next day 
Boston  shows oft its best in the 
arts at various













ADELPHIA - The colorful mummers 
rdt,




 are you Ii ap. 
 a this is 
about  three 
''. 
iverage
 big -city 
WINTER 
CARNIVALS  - The North-
' r spetialize in these celebra-
a 
and ire  and every concerva. 
: ....met 
sport Since exact dates 
haven t been completely set yet we 
suggest that you check ahead with the 




prick  your 
parka and 
Dartmouth Winter Carnival, Hanover,
 
New Hampshire - Skiing sledding skat-
,1,,' 
and 
splendid time guaran. 
ieol
 tor . 
Middlebury 
College  Snow Bowl - Not 
all thel,Itenterti is in Hanover Find out 
why in Middlebury
 Vermont at the col-






 Vermont Late February 
Wolleboro, Vermont 
I e.t weekend in 
Newport. 
New  Hampshire lour day.. 
Franklin, New 
Hampshire  - Last two 












BY DAVIN SEAY 
"I like spontaneity, the look and feel 
of something happening and the ex-
citement of trying to 
capture that 
moment. What I do when I'm in 
front of the camera is really worlds 
away
 from what I do behind it." 
In either case, photography has 
been very, very good to 27 -year-old 
mega -model Christie Brinkley. A 
photogenic fashion phenomenon. 
Ms. Brinkley. in seven short years, 
has proven her lensworthiness by 
becoming  one of the highest -paid 
models in the business: her sensa-
tional face and figure raked in $2 
million worth of high -fashion maga-
zine layouts,  television, and print 
advertising in the last year alone. 
And by this time next year. Christie's 
trademark good looks will be at-
tracting
 filmgoers' fancies when she 
appears in her first starring role as 
the mysterious blonde in the red 
Corvette in 
National  Lampoon's Vaca-
tion,  sharing the screen with Chevy 
Chase and Beverly d'Angelo. 
"I love modeling," Christie as-
serts, adding with a quick
 laugh. 
but not only for the 
obvious rea-
sons. When I model, I learn and I've 
been learning from some of the 
What this Malibu, California, na-
tive  and current New Yorker is learn-
ing Is the photographic art, a 
dominating obsession
 for her since 
high
 school days A talented visual 
artist in more than one field. Chris-
tie turned to photography with 
characteristic energy and en-
thusiasm when,  as a junior high 
school graduation gift, she 
received 
her 




 in an arts 
career," 
she  recalls, "and was devel-





 spoiled me. 
There was 
something so immediate 
about  it,  a very direct kind of 
creativ-
ity I got very heavily 
into black -&-
white work, 
built  my own dark room 
in the 
basement, and started dabbl-
ing in 
special effects It was 
around 
the end of the whole
 psychedelic era 
and the point was
 to make things as 
weird 
as possible I was really into 
screens and gels and 
strange  expo-
sures It was a 
good
 introduction to 
the possibilities
 of the camera." 
A high 
school  painting 
and pho-
tography
 tour of 
Europe
 clinched 
her interest in film.







returned to Paris to study painting 
at Le Grande 
Chaumiere,  working 
part time as an Illustrator, her bur-
geoning fixation with photography 
kept her busily clicking. "I'm totally 
self-taught." she admits. "and I 
think that puts me at a little disad-
vantage. I 
carry  around Upton's pho-
tography manual wherever I go. but I 
still feel I don't know 
as much as I 
should.  Of course. I'm in a great po-
sition
 now." 
It's an admirable understatement. 
It was in Paris that Christie was first 
approached to model and, climbing 




der, she quickly found herself pos-
ing for such stellar names as Hel-
mut Newton. Mike Reinhart,  An-
thony Scavullo, and Anthony El -
court. "I listen
 and watch," she con-
fides, "and when I don't understand 
something.  I ask" 
As much
 as Christie Brinkley can 
and does learn from these re-
nowned photographers, the calcu-
lated, precisely detailed world of 
fashion photography bears little re-
semblance to her own work. Her in-
terest in the blood, sweat, and sen-
sationalism 
of professional boxing 
is one of the unusual aspects of 
Christie's 
consuming interest in the 
camera. 
"I'd never really understood the 
appeal of  boxing,"
 she admits. 
"Guys I knew would just flip, drop ev-
erything 
to watch a good bout. 
When I came back to the States,
 all I 
heard about was this big fight. 
Muhammad Ali's
 last with Larry 
Holmes I decided to go to Las 
Vegas to check 
it out. It was sort of a 
dare really. Everyone said 
I'd never 
get in, there were no tickets, it was 
the event 
of
 the century. I ended up 
in the front row, 
shooting
 like crazy." 
Such are the advantages of a fa-
mous face "I just walked right into 
the press party the night before," 
she explains with a laugh. "I was 
recognized and I guess they 
thought  
I belonged." Boldly going where no 
woman had gone before, she intro-
duced herself 
to legendary fight 
promoter Don King who secured her 
a ringside seat "It was the most ex-
citing thing I'd
 ever seen," she enth-
uses. "I could 
hardly load the cam-
era Almost everything I shot that 
night was out of focus, but by some 
miracle a few just fell into place. It 




ter of considerable interest in 
the 
sports media, Christie was im-
mediately pegged 
as a de -facto 
woman boxing expert,  
offering off-
the-cuff and often quite
 accurate 
fight analysis 
to the eager media. An 
early fan of Christie's work was Ring 
Magazine editor 
Randy  Gordon, who 
hired 
her to cover dozens of bouts 
around the country. "I went
 to every  
fight I could.- 
she  continues. "I 
started meeting a lot of old-time 
professional boxing photographers 
 real 
characters
 They were great 
giving  me tips and telling me not 
to be afraid to get my elbows up in 
the ring. I'd 
end up at the end of the 
evening 
wringing
 with sweat and 
trembling with excitement. I think I 
was as exhausted as the fighters."
 
Traveling
 light  usually packing a 
Nikkormat and Olympus 0M-2 
cameras and no more than three 
or four close-up
 and wide-angle 




 boxing photography "An-
ticipating the punches You've got 
to familiarize yourself with a fight-
ers style and try to think and see as 
he does ... looking 
for openings, 
probing for the opponent's weak 
spots." 
A high point in Christie's boxing 
photography career came when Don 
King hired her to shoot the training 
session for the Leonard/Duran bout 
in New  Orleans "About a week be-
fore the bout," she recalls. "Roberto 
Duran  decided he wanted to train at 
the Louisiana 
State  Prison With an 
atmosphere like that, the pictures 
couldn't help but be great" 
Aside from boxing. 
Christie also 
has a growing interest in photo-
graphing Formula One racing, 
thanks to her 
boyfriend, French 
racer  and champagne 
heir
 Olivier 
Chandon. "In any kind of sports 
shooting it helps to have a special 
in," she
 says. "someone to get you 
behind the scenes to 
where  the ac-
tion 
is really taking place 
"It's unusual for 
me to take a pic-
ture without a person 
In it, doing 
something
 That's why the work I did 
around the Grand 
Canyon  was a real 
change of pace for me." 
On 






 were countless 
millions  before 
her,
 was drawn to the 
timeless  
splendor of the 
Grand Canyon "It 
was strange," she muses 
"It's such a 
monument that it's difficult to know 
just how to 
approach it A lot of 
times I felt as if 
someone had just 
rolled an enormous backdrop in be-
hind me. It got me 
thinking about 
new ways to photograph land-
scapes, to try and  avoid the 
cliches. In the end I tried to cap-
ture a feeling 
more than anything. 
Not so much the majesty of it all, 
but the little things .. the details 
that make It seem real." 
The Grand Canyon, as well as 
other locations in the Southwest 
stood as a unique 
challenge to 
Christie's
 discerning photographic 
eye "I 
needed to get beyond the 
tourist shots, to find something that 
gave a sense of the utter emptiness
 
of that 
place. So much of it is not 
the glorious desert landscape 
you've come to expect but really 
huge 
expanses  of nothing. That's at 
least as interesting to me as the 
mesas and 
sunsets." 
This attention to 
detail carries 
over  into Christie's 
sports  photog-
raphy. "I want to put together
 a 
book on boxing from an 
outsiders 
view. To pick
 up on the small things 
that escape most people's vision. 
It's boxing beyond 
the punches. To 
me, the
 expression on the face of a 
boxers girlfriend is at least as Inter-
esting as what's going on in the ring. 
It's all part of 
the  excitement,  the 
spontaneity, and that's what makes 
photography so different from any 
other form of 
expression.  The ability 
to capture and hold that spilt sec-
ond when it all comes together" 





into a "wader and 
befriended  two 
(*Its,
 who seem to 
prefer
 blondes 
Christie Brinkley on her boning 
shots 
"Voice got to think 
and see as [a fighter' does . 
looking for 
openings.
 probing for 
the 
opponent's  weak spots." 
Prrat  f all 
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A 
Loyola Maryntount Univer-
sity student in Los Angeles 
creates an unusually sensitive 
photo essay. We have repro-
duced only a segment 
of it 
here: 
it originally covered an 
entire wall and had neighbor-
hood graffiti painted across the 
photos,
 adding the final touch 
of 
reality.  
12  tall 1 9 8 2  break 
t has always been easy for me to 
express  myself on paper, or with 
a combination of photographs 
and supportive texts. With this proi-
ect. however. I wanted to create a 
set of photographs
 that would be 
able to work by 
themselves  or as the 
primary source of an artistic state-
ment in concert with other forms of 
media,
 
Working under the tutelage of 
mentor/instructor
 Patrick Nagatani. 
assistant professor of studio arts 
at Loyola Marymount and a well -
regarded contemporary
 artist in Los 
Angeles, I explored the Hispanic 
cultural segment of the town of 
Fillmore, 
California,
 located in one 
of the largest citrus
-producing areas 
in the world. 
My aim with these prints was to 
create an atmosphere that made a 
statement of these 
people's
 concern 
for stability, the family and religious 
ties, and to emphasize that theirs is 
a culture different from that of the 
people of the barrios of 
East
 Los 
Angeles, less than 50 miles away. 
The selected pictures here are 
from a group of ninety prints re-
cently exhibited at Loyola Mary-
mount. During the exhibition other 
forms of media were added to the 
prints, Including sound, video and 
graffiti, to create a 
multimedia  event 
while 
retaining
 the basic core of the 
photographs  
The equipment used included 
Pentax ME super and MX 35 mm 
cameras, 24 mm, 50 mm and 85 mm 






 we need studeni 
photographic essays for futur 
issues of Break. 
Better news: we'll pay 101 
actual U.S. dollars for each 
photo essay we print. 
A photo essay is a series of photo-
graphs unified by a 
central  theme 
sullied, 




Each essay submitted must be accoi 
panted by a prose essay lone or tw 
double
-spared pages) explaining 
the reasons for choosing the sublec 
the impact :he essay had on sublect 





any) that were used. 
Be sure to include name, addres 
and your age, plus the name of yoi 
college on the essay. Print your nan 
on every photograph. We will retut 
all photographs . . . eventually. 
The $100 covers first time 
Nortf  
American rights: you still own the 
pictures. Do not dawdle: we need 
to 
choose  a winner by the first of 
january 1983. Send to: Break 
essay. 1680 North Vine, Suite 90 
Hollywood,
 CA 90028. 
postcards. Any 
photograph  of you, by you. 
or 
having  nothing 
whatever
 to do with you,
 
could make a perfect 
postcard If you decide 
to use 
these  as your Christmas or holiday 
cards or 
even year-round stationery, 
throw 
caution
 to the winds Make a Personal
 
Statement
 If. however,  you decide 
to use 
postcards as gifts for friends 
and  relatives 
(perhaps transforming your parents'
 vaca-
tion pictures into a multi-pic 
remembrance 
for them). be discreet and tasteful Almost 
any  photo developer can make a picture 
into a picture postcard: call around for the 
best prices Or make your own 
(see "Mount-
ing,"  below) 
photo collage. This is the easiest photo 
gift
 of all,  since it requires very little
 equip-
ment and almost no additional cash You'll 
need plain cardboard for 
mounting, scis-
sors, and glue 
lust
 cut out several photo-
graphs that Mean Something to the recipi-
ent,  and paste them down in a bizarre or 







in a blue sky) or 
crammed
 to the edge with 
everything you can make fit Be sure to cut 
the pieces on an angle,
 so they'll lie flat 
without curling and without sharp delinea-
tions Arrange
 them all  exactly as you want. 
and then remove every piece down to the 
bottom and build it back up. gluing (spray 
mounting  glue Is best here  it doesn't ad-
here Immediately. in case you change your 
mind) as you go 
hand -tinting. This process,  usually done 
on old photographs in muted pastels, gives 
a lovely effect, and it is not difficult It's 
more or less like a coloring book  follow 
the directions 
in the package of oils or pen-
cils (obtainable at most 
photo supply 
stores), and practice first on a substitute 
photo (preferably a copy of the one you're 
giving) Flesh tones are tricky, but not im-
possible 
mounting. Mounting a photograph re-
quires 
special equipment  a mounting 
press,  mounting board, and heat -activated 
adhesive tissue, all available in photo sup-
ply houses and most campus photo labs. If 
you are unfamiliar with the 
process,
 hire 
someone to help or complete the job. be-
cause a mistake could be costly. The extra 
expense
 is lustifiable here, because you're 
left with a hefty, solidly backed photograph 
i particularly nice for an ex 10" or larger 
picture) suitable for framing The backing 
may be flush with 
the  photograph. or a 
half -inch or so may be left around all sides. 
making its own frame An even 
more  dra-
matic effect Is achieved by mounting a rela-
tively small picture off-center on a larger 
board 
It is also possible to mount pictures 
using an iron, be sure to 
memorize  the in-
structions (which should have come with 
the mounting tissue) before you start,  and 
be careful 
To hang these mounted beauties, you 
don't really need a frame or wire If the pic-
tures are small, use double-faced tape 
Larger pictures can be suspended with 
mounting putty, available
 at art supply 
houses Since both the tape and putty can 







There  may 
not 
,eem to be much 
cause 
for rejoicing 
in these troubled 
times,  but we'd like 
to offer a tiny silver 
lining suggestions for 
nifty and inexpensive 
gifts for your friends and 
family, personally crafted 
with your own 
nimble  fin-
gers  so easy you can finish 
most of them
 before mid -terms 
Give a 
photograph  Give several 
photographs But 
make each one 
special create a postcard, 
hand -tint an 
old family photograph,  make a photographic 
collage, or manufacture a sturdy no -need -for -framing 













is sensitive to light
 That's why and 
how it records 
images  Control 
over
 how much light 
lands 
on 





 films give you
 more con rol 
in certain 
situations
 Two key ideas
  latitude and film
 speed IASA/ISO)
 rating  will help 
you make the best 
choice 
of
 film types for the best 




 film, there's a 
chemical  reaction A 
film with a high 
speed  rating (the 
numbers  are 
always 
printed on the 
cardboard  box and 
the
 film magazinej 
is




 very little light 
Oppositely,  a film with
 a low speed rating
 number needs lots
 of light to record 
an image 
Latitude is 
a range in which a film
 will be properly 
exposed
  even when the 
camera's exposure 
settings 
are a little bit "off" 
In
 a sense, latitude is 
the freedom to make 




 of the correct 
exposure  wherein a 
picture
 will still be okay
 Some films have 
generous latitude,  
others have very little. 
Lets start with 
color Transparency 
film  is processed 
directly
 to the final slide 
with no inter-
mediate 
printing  step to show 
corrections,  so color 
print film gives you 
more  latitude and 
therefore  
a slightly better 
chance  of getting 
your
 pictures right 
Kodachrome  and 
Ektachrome
 films are 
popular 
transparency
 films, while 
Kodacolor
 and Vericolor films 
yield  prints 
Does 
speed affect latitude?
 Yes, but not a great
 deal All films of 




Black -and -white pho-
tography begins, on 
the low
-speed  side. 
with Panatomic-X film. 
which rates at ISO 32 A 
carefully
 made picture 
can  be enlarged to 
mural size and 
still be 
surprisingly sharp 
In more average 
light, and 
even  in 
slightly
 dim lighting 
Kodachrome 64 film is 
a good bet Shapness 
 essential if you later 
want to get a blowup  







When light is 
meager.
 
there's Ektachrome 400 
him Also, when 
you 
want to stop action 
cold In your photo-
graphs under normal 
lighting, the higher 
speed will 
let you run 
a very fast shutte speed 
For color prints. 
Kodacolor
 It film car-
ries an ASA of 100. so 
it's ideal for 
normal  
situations,
 or when 




 is one of the 
highest in latitude
 
of all popular film,  










is best when 
light is 
scarce
 or when 
you're





 25 is the 
slide film of choice 
whenever light 
is plen-
tiful   at the beach, on 
sunny ski slopes, etc 
Although the speed is 
slow,
 the fineness of 
detail is tops 
In the medium range. 
Plus -X pan film is a 125 
ISO film with consider-
able latitude Like 
Kodachrome 64 and 









a mistake  use it for all-around 
situations 
Naturally,  there's also a 
black -and -white that 
works best for low
-light 
and fast -action 
situa-
tions
 Its Tri-X pan film 
which is the film you're 


















The  Shoot 
CAMERA SETTINGS. These will 
change according to light condi-
tions and what effects
 you wish to 
achieve, such as stopping the ac-
tion, 
getting
 greater depth of field. 
etc However,
 keep this in mind 
most automatic





A thkk snowfall covers the skier land 
the photographem with an other-
worldly  
fog.  
cerneres give e reading to produce 
an average tone of gray 
If the light meter sees a predomi-
nance of black. it will tell you to in-
crease the 






 the case 
around snow, of course). it will tell 
you to cut down the exposure So, 
after you get your reading, 
open  up 
a stop,  otherwise the snow will be 
gray when the film is developed and 
not the bright clean white that 
you 
want it to be For example. if your 
meter tells you
 to shoot at fill, you 
should 
open up a stop and shoot at 
1/8 Ryan has found that his average 
camera setting is 1/8 at 
500th  of a 
second
 
To capture the motion of a skier, 
shoot with the 
camera  at a 60th of a 
second or even a 30th As the skier 
goes by. pan as you press the shut-
ter This will blur the background.
 
yet keep the 
skier  in focus, an effect 
that will show speed
 and give the 
Illusion of 
motion  Long lenses will 
compress the action, giving
 the 
photo a vitality, but
 when panning 
stick with wide-angle lenses 
Following a skier down the moun 
fain is one effective 
method  Ryan 
uses to 
capture
 the feel of skiing 
Here a wide-angle lens should be 
used, preferably a 24 mm or 28 
mm.  
which 
is prefocused to its hyper 
focal distance,  the place where far 
away objects as well as close oh-
jects will remain 
their  sharpest 
Hold the camera low,  at about knee 
height,  and fire away It helps to 
have a motordrive  
and  plenty of 
film Says Ryan, 
"You  may waste a 
lot of film, 
but then, again, you may 





 The time of day you choose t, 
shoot can make or break 
your  shot 
Early mornings
 and
 late afternoons 
are best The reason is simple. col-
ors are richer and deeper, plus the 
long
 shadows that are cast will give 
the snow more texture and help de-
IMeate distance Try to frame your 
subject with the sunlight behind 
Rim light 
always
 makes a subject 
look good, and with the light com-
ing 
from 
the rear,  the 
snow will 
sparkle
 if it's flying 
Other good times to shoot are on 
foggy days. when the colors will be 
muted and 
subtle Ryan himself pre-
fers early morning when mist or ice 
crystals hang In the air and steam is 
rising off creek beds The most im-
portant thing. says 
Ryan.  is to stay 
alert "A shot from one place on a 
hill can be boring." 
he says, "but five 
hours later, when the light 
strikes  it 
just so. it can be extraordinary" 
PLACES The trick to 
good ski pho-
tography, as in any kind of photog-
raphy, is anticipation, knowing or 
sensing  when something interesting 
Is about to happen 
Ski the course 
once and find that ideal spot,
 then 
plant 
yourself  there and wait Things 
to look for include 
knolls,  or a roll-
ing terrain, where a skier 
might be-
come
 airborne for a split second 
Also, look for fresh 
powder. which 
will spray gracefully
 as a skier goes 
by. or any area where a skier will
 be 
making fresh tracks These can
 pro-
duce powerful images 
Don't overlook the 
unusual  van-
tage 
point,  such as a counter 
hill,  or 
even a ski lift Keep
 your eyes open 
for things such as 
saturation of 
color,  




Ryan  advises to 
keep 






calculated  luck," he says. 
"over a long period
 of time, the 
chance  of your 
snapping
 a great 
photo 
steadily  Improves 
"That final 
500th of a second 
where you actually 
snap the photo 
may be luck, but the fact 
that you 
have put yourself in the 
position to 
snap it 
is where the real skill comes 
in  
Not the Alien  lust 
a documentary filmmaker 
caught in action by artist 
photographer  David Peters, 
FREEZE 
FRAMI 
Freeze Frame can be a picture of yours! We're 
serious  about this And you will be rewarded. 
Freeze Frame needs individual photographs 
They can be arresting,  quirky, awe-inspiring
 or 
even silly. They can be lucky "caught' 
moments  or something specially ar-
ranged, but most of all we want a fresh 
quality,  an air of the unexpected. Subject 
matter can be anything, but the pictures 
must amuse, intrigue. fascinate or even stun the viewer. We yearn to be knocked out Figura-
tively speaking 
Each 
photograph  we select, whether black -white or color, 
will
 earn $35. Plus publication. 
along
 with your photographer's credit, of course 
You may send as many photographs
 as you
 like:
 be sure to include a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope of sufficient size so that we 
may return them. Make sure your name and address Is clearly 
printed on each picture. We won't 
be
 able to acknowledge receipt of each package, so please 
be patient and serene. Break buys first rights only: 
the photographer retains ownership 
Send your beauties to Freeze Frame,  1680 North Vine, Suite 900. Hollywood. CA 90028 
break 
 fall I 9 
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 that 
students  the optic  










 think w 
But Robert Musk
 a memb 
action will be 
taken  on it remain 
Spargo said A.S. directors 
lightly on the 
RAFI issue. 
"We are the authors of the F 
"Basically, the 
board  of dit 
have to do is vote on it IRAFI 
ultimate power. Some boards 
Machiavellian."
 
In April 1881 Mike Medi 
Automatic Funding Initiative, I 
power away from himself and 
The A.S. judiciary, whic 
stitutionality
 of all A.S. legi 
stitutional. 
Control over A.S. funds. hov 
A.S. directors want to 
malt 
what's best for the board and th 
The subcommittee studying 
the A.S. constitution into 
a set of 
AS.,
 technically a non-prol 
not a constitution. Spargo said. 
The change




 the meaning ol 
changes 






































































that  can 
provid 
with
 
necessary
 
information
 at 
